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attached, large-scale giving to Black-run, Black-controlled local
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Baltimore has always been a place where Black arts and culture shine. We don’t have to look
outside the city to find good music. We have it right here.
I’m excited this week to feature a piece written by Arts + Culture Editor Teri Henderson about
the duo of Infinity Knives and Brian Ennals and their new album, King Cobra. Black people have
always created culture out of thin air, using music to celebrate, to protest, to love, and that’s on
display in this album. Henderson points out the way their music evades boundaries, drawing a line
that connects Infinity Knives and Ennals to hip-hop pioneers Jay Z and Slick Rick—and to jazz
innovator Ornette Coleman.
“The duo has created an album that is the perfect background music for polishing your guillotine
or lacing up your shoes to work out, or pushing through to the next day, aware of darkness but
awaiting brighter days,” Henderson writes.
I’m happy that Baltimore Beat can be a place where music made by our neighbors, family, and
friends is chronicled with care and thoughtfulness.
Infinity Knives and Ennals’ work illustrates persistence in the face of pandemic and the limits often
placed on Black art. Their perseverance is integral to life in Baltimore.
Also in this issue, guest contributor Molly Shah, whose work comes to us thanks to a partnership
with the Real News Network, looks at how Baltimore and Maryland will persevere in the fight for
abortion access in the world post-Roe v. Wade. In June, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the
1973 ruling, taking away Americans’ constitutional right to abortion and leaving it to the states to
decide. The decision means millions of people who can give birth lose the power to regulate their
own bodies. Access to abortion is still more possible in Maryland than in most other parts of the
country, which means this state will see more people coming here to obtain this necessary medical
procedure.
Director of Operations Brandon Soderberg explains how Maryland’s slow, arduous, and confusing
path toward cannabis legalization plays out in Baltimore, a city still reeling from the drug war.
Decriminalization has upended the underground market and forced one dealer to take even more
risks. It has also caused one man to make the difficult choice between work and mental health.
Those connected to the cannabis economy have had to persist in the face of contradictory public
policy.
Henderson also writes a review of Ky Vassor and Gen Fraser’s dual exhibition at The Cahoots
Brothers, What’s Left To Give? Their artwork asks us to question how much we value and honor
Black women and femmes. Baltimore is a city that is always resisting, adjusting, coping, and
thriving. And I hope what you read here illustrates that.- Lisa Snowden, Editor-in-Chief.

DISCLOSURES and CONFLICTS of INTEREST
As a community-focused newspaper, the Beat is proud to be on-the-ground, amid the city’s many scenes, and
often a degree or two removed from grassroots activists and changemakers. We believe this is as it should be
for a newspaper such as ours. At the same time, those relationships create complications to our journalism—
which is why we’re disclosing possible conflicts of interest in each issue to make sure we’re being honest and
accountable.
1. As disclosed in the story, “Yesterday’s Prices Are Not Today’s Prices,” The Beat’s Brandon Soderberg
mentions his work on a 2018 study published by Baltimore Fishbowl about racial disparities in cannabis arrests
post-decriminalization.
2. Also in “Yesterday’s Prices Are Not Today’s Prices,” the main sources are identified only by the initial in their
first name. That’s because both sources requested anonymity for obvious reasons: One is breaking the law by
dealing drugs and the other, is someone who was worried their comments could compromise their job.
3. Molly Shah’s “Capacity Crisis” is an adjusted and updated version of a story published by one of our partners
The Real News Network back in June.
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM
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Use this QR code to read and
share this story online.

Use this QR code to read an
updated version of this story
online.

CAPACITY CRISIS
Maryland, a “safe state” for abortion, will ramp up its resources
in a post-Roe v. Wade landscape
by Molly Shah

After the Supreme Court’s overturning
of Roe v. Wade, abortion providers and
funders in “safe states” like Maryland,
where abortion care is comprehensive
and protected by state law, anticipate
their own set of challenges.
“We have been thinking about and…
mobilizing to help mitigate the effects
of Roe being overturned for a very long
time, at least for the last two years,”
said Lynn M. of the Baltimore Abortion
Fund. “In Maryland, we recently passed
the Abortion Care Access Act, which
does a number of things to make
abortion care accessible for residents
in Maryland. It eliminates the private
insurance deductible, it eliminates some
of the loopholes in Medicaid that had
previously prevented people from using
their Medicaid benefits as intended
to pay for abortion care, and it also
expands the types of qualified providers
that can provide abortion procedures in
Maryland.”
Many Maryland abortion providers
anticipate the state will become a likely
destination for people from states losing
abortion access, leading to a potential
capacity crisis.
“We are going to lose abortion access
in probably half the country,” said Dr.
Diana Horvath, MPH, an OB/GYN and
abortion care provider. “So we know
that capacity is going to have to go up in
states that have friendlier climates for
abortion.”
Activists and some elected officials in
Maryland have also been pressuring Gov.
Larry Hogan to release the $3.5 million
set aside in the Abortion Care Access
Act for the training of abortion providers
across the state in 2022. Hogan has so far
refused. It is likely that these funds will
not be accessible until 2023. This funding
delay will add to the capacity crisis that
many Maryland abortion providers see
on the horizon as Maryland becomes a
likely destination for people from states
that have lost abortion access.

By 2023, there will be a new governor
of Maryland. Democratic Party nominee
for governor Wes Moore has called
for protecting abortions in the state
constitution. If Moore were to win in
November, he promised that his first
act in office would be to release the $3.5
million Hogan has been sitting on, if
Moore was to win in November. Moore has
also called for protecting abortion in the
state constitution. Republican nominee
for governor Dan Cox voted against the
Abortion Care Acess Act while he was
in the state House of Delegates. He is
staunchly anti-choice and has said he
would never support spending taxpayer
money on access to abortions. Cox went
a step further when the Supreme Court
officially announced it was overturning
Roe v. Wade. The Frederick County
Republican posted on his Facebook page
that the announcement was “a day to
rejoice.”
Horvath notes that ending abortion
care in large swaths of the country will
not only impact people seeking abortion
from out of state, but will have a direct
impact on Marylanders as well.
“People in Maryland have enjoyed
comparatively good access to abortion…
you can [typically] call and get an
appointment within the next week. That’s
going to change if we get a lot of people
from out of state, and that’s why we need
to increase capacity now,” Horvath said.
“I’ve heard [Marylanders] say, ‘Well,
how is it going to affect me?’ and, well,
that’s how it’s going to affect you: you’re
not going to get in two days after you call
because the clinics are going to be full
of people who can’t get care near their
home.”
Horvath is part of a group in Maryland
developing an all-trimester abortion
clinic called Partners in Abortion Care.
Horvath, the co-founder and medical
director, said the clinic will open soon in
the city of College Park to help address
the impending capacity crisis.
“We decided that we’d like something
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close to freeways and also accessible to
the three major airports that are in the
region, and that was a major reason why
we picked something that was just inside
the DC Beltway and accessible by road,
accessible by transit,” Horvath said. “We
didn’t want to pick something so far out
that people couldn’t use transit to get
there.”
Partners in Abortion Care has also
established bonds with abortion funds
and providers throughout the South to
help ensure that the people who need their
services are able to access them: “We’ve
spent a lot of time building relationships
with people. And I actually work in two
clinics in Alabama,” Horvath said.
Due to an increase in donations to
their GoFundMe after the Supreme Court
opinion was leaked in June, Partners in
Abortion Care are optimistic the new
clinic will likely open this fall.
“We have been incredibly, incredibly
amazed by the way that our community
has come together after that draft got
leaked. Our GoFundMe had been out for
about a month before that, but after that
draft decision came down we got a lot of
donations, and they went from anywhere
from a dollar up to many thousands of
dollars,” Horvath said.
In addition to increasing the
capacity for abortions within the state of
Maryland, Lynn M. points to many other
things people in Maryland can do in the
face of the decision in Dobbs.
“[They can] connect with local
abortion funds, grassroots organizations
on the ground who have been doing the
work, and lend their energy and their
support and leverage their donations to
further that work as opposed to recreating
it or starting it from scratch,” she said.
A version of this story was previously
published at The Real News Network, a
partner with the Beat.
visit therealnews.com
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Government and Community Events

Wednesday, Aug. 24

Friday, Aug. 26

Workforce Wednesday Career Clinics:
Drop-in assistance for jobseekers. 2-4
p.m., Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Library, 400 Cathedral St.

Creative Mornings Talk: Maggie
Villegas: Maggie Villegas (she / ella) is a
Colombian-American creator, strategist,
and organizer for a just creative economy
in Baltimore. 8:30-10 a.m., R. House, 301
W. 29th St.

Community Listening Sessions:
Listening sessions to address the good,
bad, and ugly of food systems in Cherry
Hill. August 24 and 31. In person, virtual,
and hybrid. 6:30-8 p.m., Black Yield
Institute, 844 Roundview Rd.
West Wednesdays: Hear about the
ongoing fight for accountability for
Tyrone West and all victims of police
brutality. 6:30 p.m. Check Facebook
(@justicefortyronewest) for location
and details. This event happens every
Wednesday.

Thursday, Aug. 25
Pack Grocery Boxes for Low Income
Seniors: Pack groceries with the Salvation
Army of Central Maryland. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.,
DMG Foods, 400 East 29th Street.
Baltimore City Council Informational
Hearing, School Safety: Representatives
from Baltimore City Schools, the
Baltimore Police Department, and more
discuss safety in schools. 5 p.m., Baltimore
City Hall, 100 Holliday St.

2022 Racism and Mental Health
Symposium: Symposium to educate,
discuss, and acknowledge the impact of
racism on mental health. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
virtual.

Sunday, Aug. 28
Family Fun Day 5K: One of six city-wide
5K events designed for fresh air, fitness,
and fun. 8 a.m., Druid Hill Park.

Stoop Night: Informal Q&A sessions with
members of the Penn Station development
team. 6-8 p.m., Baltimore Penn Station,
1500 N Charles St.

Curbfest for Political Prisoners:
CurbFest for Political Prisoners raises
awareness of political prisoners held
captive in the U.S., 1-4 p.m., NoMüNoMü,
709 Howard St.

Abortion is Autonomy: Stories about
freedom, challenge, care, and jo., 8 p.m.,
Creative Alliance, 3134 Eastern Ave. ($15$100).

Fresh Food Give Away: Fresh bread,
produce, and more. 1:30-3:30 p.m., Enoch
Pratt Free Library: Northwood Branch,
4420 Loch Raven Blvd.

Saturday, August 27

Monday, Aug. 29

Shiloh Christian Community Church
Community Festival: Back to school
supply giveaway, health screenings,
COVID-19 testing and vaccinations,
and more. 10 a.m., The Shiloh Christian
Community Church, 825 Yale Ave.

Black Butterfly Urban Farmer
Academy Field Day: Discuss hive health
and maintenance, hive components, and
tools. Attendees will have the opportunity
to put on a bee suit, enter the bee yard and
examine a hive. Registration required. 6-8
p.m., Filbert Street Garden, 1317 Filbert St.

Backpack Giveaway: Family fun day with
food, entertainment, and free children’s
haircuts. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Harlem Square
Park.
The Locals Baltimore Picnic: Purchase
women’s clothes, children’s books, funnel
cakes, and more. RSVP required. 2-6 p.m.,
Joy Joy Land Warwick, 311 North Warwick
Ave.

BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

Poppleton Community Celebration:
Celebrate the recent Save Our Block
victory and help continue the movement
for community-led development without
displacement in Baltimore. 4-7 p.m., 1100
Sarah Ann St.
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Tuesday, Aug. 30
Do you have an event happening this day?
Please send to lisa@baltimorebeat.com
and we will update this calendar online.

Government and Community Events

Wednesday, August 31
Quarterly Department of Public Works
Hearing: Regarding agency operations,
staffing, safety of fleet, facilities,
equipment, and more. 10 a.m., Baltimore
City Hall, 100 Holliday St.
Consent Decree Monitoring Team
Quarterly Forum: Updates on the
Baltimore City Police Department’s
progress towards compliance in stops,
searches, and arrests; fair and impartial
policing; community policing; and sexual
assault response. 6 p.m., virtual via
Facebook.

Thursday, Sept. 1
Live Chair and LifeBridge Weekly
Health Screening Event: Free health
screenings with an on-site physician or
nurse practitioner. 1-4 p.m., Phaze Two
Barbershop, 1394 W. North Ave.
Celebration of Life: Conversation with
people in varying forms of recovery,
libations and altar creation, and a dance
party. 3-6 p.m., virtual.

Friday, Sept. 2
Labor Day Cookout and Job Fair: Join
the Franciscan Center and their partners
for a cookout and a job fair. 10 a.m. - 1
p.m., The Franciscan Center of Baltimore,
101 W. 23rd St.

Saturday, Sept. 3

Wednesday, Sept. 7

Greene Clothe Plant Swap 2022: The
Greene Clothe Collective, along with
community partners, will be curating a
joyous space for community building,
green space appreciation, and knowledge
transfer. 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., Whitelock
Community Farm, 930 Whitelock St.,
Baltimore.

Baltimore City Council, Public
Safety and Government Operations
Committee: Hearing to review crime
statistics for the police department and
to monitor the progress of the Biennial
Violence Prevention Plan. 1 p.m.,
Baltimore City Hall, 100 Holliday St.

Outdoor Movie Night: Watch Encanto.
6:30-10 p.m., Greenmount West, 409 E.
Lanvale St.

Sunday, Sept. 4
Chop x Shop with Local Black Brands:
Walking Tour: Tour local Black-owned
businesses. 2-4:30 p.m., Mount Vernon
Marketplace, 520 Park Ave., ($25).

Tuesday, Sept. 6
Calvary Lutheran Church Food Pantry:
Perishable and non-perishable food and
personal items will be available to those in
need. 8:30-10:30 a.m. or while supplies last,
Calvary Lutheran Church of Hamilton,
2625 East Northern Parkway.
Duncan St. Miracle Garden 20222023 Meet and Greet: Meet some of the
volunteers who have also helped to make
the garden a success, along with garden
leadership. 6-8 p.m., Duncan St. Miracle
Garden, 1844 N. Durham St.

Green Clothe Plant Swap / Flyer by Reem Unknown

Let’s Talk About Maryland with Mary
Rizzo: Learn how Black artist-activists
in Baltimore used culture to push for
liberation in the 1960s and 1970s. 7-8 p.m.,
Enoch Pratt Free Library, 400 Cathedral
St.
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“Yesterday’s Prices Are Not Today’s Prices”
As Baltimoreans prepare to vote for or against cannabis legalization in the fall, arcane and
often contradictory policy remains
by Brandon Soderberg
Use this QR code to read an
updated version of this story
online.

Since 2014, when cannabis possession
of 10 ounces or less was decriminalized
across the state, Baltimore City has
become a fascinating experiment in
patchwork drug policy. Attempts to make
cannabis legal in Maryland have failed
for many years, resulting in more stopgap
interventions, leading to an especially
confusing situation for those who use or
sell cannabis.
Having more than 10 ounces of
cannabis on you technically means
you can get arrested for misdemeanor
possession (or, depending on the amount,
possession with intent to distribute). But
starting in 2019, Baltimore City State’s
Attorney Marilyn Mosby introduced a
policy that her office would not prosecute
those arrested for cannabis possession
no matter the weight—11 ounces or 11
pounds. Simply put, you could be arrested,
but you would likely not be charged.
The far-too-complicated and often
contradictory tangle of policies, rulings,
and actual laws means, for example,
that J, a Baltimore security guard and
former cop, has to choose between using
cannabis or having the license for the gun
he needs for his security gigs.
“I got PTSD. I was a cop for a long time.
I got PTSD. That’s one of the symptoms
that gets you a medical marijuana card.
PTSD,” J told me. “But I can’t get a card
from a doctor because then I got to worry
that I’ll lose my security job.”
Despite increasingly loose gun
restrictions, federal law still prohibits
people who use cannabis from buying or
owning guns, even if they have a medical
cannabis card. In Maryland, the sale of
all firearms requires a background check,
and on a background check the applicant
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

must disclose if they use cannabis, which
would mean they couldn’t buy a gun. In
2021, the Maryland General Assembly
attempted to pass a bill that would
make it illegal to prevent medicinal card
holders from having guns, but it failed.
And even if it had passed, Marylanders
with a medicinal card and a gun would
still be violating federal law.
Last year, when that bill was up
for a vote, J characterized the position
the law puts him in: He must choose
between having a job and being able to
use cannabis to relieve stress, pain, and
other emotional turmoil. He also pointed
out that armed guards offer security for
cannabis dispensaries.
“I know cats who work security at
dispensaries. So what are they doing,
really? They’re working security,
protecting a product they’re not allowed to
use,” J said. “And why aren’t they allowed
to use it? Because they have to have a
gun license to get the job protecting the
product they can’t use. It doesn’t make
sense.”
Maryland’s slow crawl towards
legalization also means the underground
drug market has been disrupted a few
times over now. Dealers in particular are
increasingly out of luck, especially since
medicinal cannabis dispensaries opened
in Baltimore. M, a side-gigging dealer for
decades, has even changed which drug
he sells, increasing his risk of arrest and
prosecution.
As M explains it, around the same
time medicinal dispensaries finally
started popping up in Baltimore in
2018, he began to consider selling more
cocaine.
6

“It was only weed for years and years,”
M told me. “And then sometimes some
blow.”
Over the next two years, M lost
more and more customers to medicinal
cannabis and the scorched-earth BOGO
deals that dispensaries all promoted.
His underground prices often couldn’t
compete. People who didn’t even have
medicinal cannabis cards would compare
and contrast his prices to what the
dispensary websites listed. He’d text (via
Signal) them what he had and how much
it was going to be, and they’d send back
a screenshot of a nearby dispensary’s
website with a similar enough strain on
sale, demanding he match the price.
“Ridiculous,” M said. “The kids,
they’re spoiled.”
For decades, M dealt enough weed
to friends and associates and friends of
friends to put about $2,000 or so extra in
his wallet each week. By 2021, M felt as
though he had to abandon cannabis.
At the start of the pandemic in March
2020, weed sales briefly spiked for him:
“More people were home, less people
had a card,” he explained. But that didn’t
last long. In July 2020, there were nearly
107,000 cannabis patients in Maryland.
By July 2022, that number climbed to
148,000 patients. And at the start of
the pandemic, dispensaries developed
contact-free COVID-19 protocols that
made it easy for people to pick up during
quarantine, turning the process into the
rare activity to do outside of the house in
(relatively) safety.
For years, though, M’s out-of-state pot
connect had offered him small amounts
of cocaine, and occasionally M would

take a little to sell. Since 2021, M has
almost entirely switched to cocaine, and,
he told me, he’ll “pivot” again if he must
to keep his lights on and feed his two cats
and himself.

Appeals—the state’s highest court—
ruled that, even with decriminalization,
police officers can continue to stop and
search people in vehicles based solely on
cannabis smell.

“Marijuana is still the number one reason
the police are using it to sidestep the
Fourth Amendment and get into people’s
car, pocket, or home,” Franklin once told
me. “Constitutionally, it’s wrong.”

“If they legalize cocaine, I’ll pivot and
sell something else,” M said.

However, explained the court, the cop
who makes the stop “must end the stop
if they do not quickly obtain information
that gives them probable cause to believe
the person has at least 10 grams or has
committed another criminal offense.”

For many in Baltimore, the combined
2014 decriminalization, the 2017 rollout
of medicinal cannabis, and the 2019 non
prosecutorial policy, made them assume
that weed was already legal. But this
November, Marylanders will go to the
ballot to vote on cannabis legalization
proper, after bills to amend the Maryland
Constitution to make cannabis legal
for those 21 and over passed in the last
legislative session.

Despite decriminalization, medicinal
cannabis, and changed prosecutorial
policies, people in Baltimore City can still
get jammed up in the system for weed—
and those getting jammed up are still
most often Black Baltimoreans.
A 2018 study published by Baltimore
Fishbowl (full disclosure: I was one of
its three authors) revealed that between
2014 and 2017—the first three years of
decriminalization—Black Baltimoreans
made up nearly 97% of misdemeanor
cannabis
possession
arrests.
An
ACLU study from 2020 showed that in
Maryland, a Black person was twice as
likely to be arrested for cannabis than a
white person. For Mosby and her office’s
Strategic Policy and Planning Director
Michael Collins, the argument for not

Police, however, are known to use
claims of the smell of cannabis to justify
questionable—and downright illegal—
searches. For example, in 2017, Baltimore
Police Officer David Burch claimed
that he received a “tip” that a man in a
convenience store had a gun on him.
Burch said that the man smelled of
cannabis when he approached him. That
claim enabled Burch to search the man
for a gun, which he found.
In 2020, the Maryland Court of Appeals
ruled in favor of the man Burch searched.
“The mere odor of marijuana emanating
from a person, without more, does not

According to a recent Goucher poll, 62
percent of Marylanders support cannabis
legalization.
With Ivan Bates, the likely new Baltimore
City State’s Attorney, coming into office
next year, it is possible that the policies
will change back and be less forgiving of
cannabis possession.
Bates, who defeated Mosby in the

“Marijuana is still the number one reason the police are using to sidestep the
Fourth Amendment and get into people’s car, pocket or home...Constitutionally, it’s wrong.”
charging people for weed possession was
simple: Fewer arrests for cannabis also
meant fewer racially disproportionate
arrests were happening over a drug
considered “medicine.”
Far fewer people in Baltimore City
are being arrested for drugs now than in
2014 when Mosby was elected (and when
cannabis was decriminalized):
In 2014, there were 13,356 drug arrests
in the city.
In 2021, just 1,046 drug arrests.
However, as our partners at Baltimore
Courtwatch have revealed, suspected
cannabis
possession or claims of
cannabis smell still remain an excuse for
cops to stop, search, and possibly arrest
Baltimoreans and the State’s Attorney’s
Office rarely take issue with this practice.
Back in June, the Maryland Court of
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

provide the police with probable cause to
support an arrest and a full-scale search
of the arrestee incident thereto,” the
unanimous ruling said.
This 2022 ruling by the same court,
however, said that searching people in
their cars is justified. More than a year
of citywide traffic stop data provided to
the Beat by City Councilperson Ryan
Dorsey shows that the city’s primarily
Black and poorest districts endure a
disproportionate number of traffic stops.
In short, pot smell remains a way to
make an end run around the Fourth
Amendment, which is supposed to
protect people from “unreasonable
search and seizure.” Neill Franklin, a
former Baltimore Police commander and
the founder of Law Enforcement Action
Partnership (LEAP), has been warning
citizens of cops claiming they smell
cannabis for years.
8

Democratic primary and is essentially
running unopposed in November’s
general election, campaigned in part on
rolling back Mosby’s non prosecutorial
policies. He has been a critic of Mosby’s
policies, calling them “confusing” and
claiming, without serious evidence, that
not prosecuting people for cannabis
has created more violence in the city.
Decades of Baltimore City crime data
shows that there is little correlation
between general drug arrests and crime,
let alone cannabis arrests.
According to data obtained by the Beat
via public information requests, there
were 304 homicides and 14,912 drug
arrests in Baltimore in 1991.
In 2021, there were 337 homicides and
1,046 drug arrests.

No one should be punished for defending themselves against domestic violence.
And yet, across the United States, it is the horrific practice of prosecutors to criminalize survivors of

and intimate partner violence for self-defense. According to the Defend Survivors Now campaign by
CRIMINALIZED sexual
abolitionist organization Survived and Punished, 90 percent of incarcerated people in women’s prisons are
of sexual or domestic violence. While this statistic is based on post-conviction data, bail review
SURVIVAL survivors
hearings highlight how this pattern occurs at the pretrial level—and Baltimore is not an outlier.

BY ELAINE MILLAS OF BALTIMORE In April of this year, Judge Jeannie Hong followed a recommendation from the State’s Attorney’s Office and

ordered a survivor to be held without bail, despite the trauma she had already faced from her abusive partner.

COURTWATCH Now, this person has another abuser: the state. And the survivor is even more unsafe.

This intentional withholding of safety is compounded for queer, trans, and gender non-conforming survivors.
According to Love & Protect, an organization supporting criminalized survivors of violence, from the
conception of this country, Black women, trans people,, and gender-nonconforming people have been
continually punished for self-defense because “the system does not believe [they have] a life worth saving.”
This practice started with settler-colonization and chattel slavery more than 400 years ago, when Black people
in North America were denied personhood and the right to even have a self to defend.
According to abolitionist educator and organizer Mariame Kaba in the booklet “No Selves to Defend,” in 1913,
a Black woman named Mary Wilson was caged in Texas for defending herself against white- and genderbased violence. In 2010, a Black woman named Marissa Alexander was caged for defending herself against
her abusive ex-husband in Florida. Despite no physical harm caused by Alexander, a jury found that the same
“stand your ground” laws that protected George Zimmerman did not apply to her.
Use this QR code to read a longer version of this story online.

In the case of the survivor held without bail in April by Hong, her day in court will not be until at least the
middle of 2023. This means she will be locked up—for defending herself—for more than a year before she
even goes to trial. She has children that need their mother. But because she is in jail, she has been separated
from her family. Because she is in jail, custody of her kids goes to their abusive father. Because she is in jail,
both she and her children are unsafe.
In Baltimore City Circuit Court, all bail review decisions are made based on perceived flight risk and public
safety. Black women and gender-nonconforming people are consistently determined by prosecutors to be a
“public safety risk,” and caged.
That determination is often based on police statements, despite the Baltimore Police Department’s extensive
and documented criminal history. This decision is made with no requirement to consider the safety of the
survivor or the violence inflicted on them—from their abuser and the state. By determining that a survivor
is a danger to others for acting in self defense, the state makes them separate from the public, and thus
undeserving of safety. So survivors sit in jails and prisons while abusers—including cops and prosecutors—are
protected.
Despite a “progressive” façade, the State’s Attorney’s Office does little to prevent domestic violence—they only
come into the picture after violence has already occurred, and often use their discretion to prosecute survivors
who act in self-defense. If the criminal-legal system protected survivors, sexual- and gender-based violence
would not occur at the rates it does. If it prevented this violence, 40% of cops would not self-report that they
have committed domestic violence.
This survivor was not the only person punished by the court when she was held without bail after defending
herself in Baltimore City. Her entire family and community, especially her children, are also being punished.
And in other hearings where a survivor is charged for defending themselves, the State’s Attorney’s Office
echoes the same arguments of a “volatile” situation, and the response is to hold another survivor without bail.
The only thing that can be counted on in a criminal proceeding is that police and prosecutors often do more
harm than good by punishing survivors of trauma and violence.
Justice in this case would be making sure that domestic and sexual violence never occur again. There are
as many practices on how to confront sexual and domestic violence as there are survivors of that violence.
Kaba puts out a call to “reject and remake an unjust criminal legal system that punishes survivors for the
act of surviving.” We need to prioritize and support survivors at every turn, intervening when gender-based
violence happens, and working to stop it altogether. The website Million Experiments explores snapshots of
community-based safety strategies that can be learned from and put to use; the website encourages people
to work together to keep each other safe. One of these methods of interrupting domestic violence is safety
9
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planning, which, according to Community Justice Exchange, is the process of identifying risks, mapping out
resources, and assessing options in order to increase safety for people surviving abuse. Safety planning can
be done by anyone in community with survivors, as it is a relational strategy that involves listening to the
survivor’s needs.
Another way to support survivors of violence being prosecuted for self-defense is through participatory
defense campaigns, which are organizing models communities can use to transform power in courtrooms
and impact case outcomes.Thanks to a powerful participatory defense team, Alexander was finally freed in
January 2017 and, after seven years of confinement, was reunited with her children and family. No one should
be jailed for defending themselves against gender-based violence, and if those in power continue to lock up
survivors, communities will continue to show up and free our friends and neighbors. Victims and survivors
deserve safety and care, not criminalization. We hope that well before her trial goes forward next year, the
survivor Hong ordered to be caged will be free from the violence of both her abuser and the state.

JULY 2022 DATA
In the 57 hearings we observed in July 2022, prosecutors asked that the defendant be held without bond
(HWOB), meaning kept in jail until their trial, in more than two out of every three hearings, or about 68 percent
of the time. In more than 10 percent of the hearings, the prosecutor did not even show up. One hearing on July
1, two hearings on July 15, two on July 26, and one on July 29 had no prosecutor present at the hearing.
In those same 57 hearings, judges ordered the defendants to stay in jail until trial in more than one-third of
the hearings (35.1 percent). When we examined the data at the individual judge level, we found that judges have
different rates of ordering HWOB. Judge Jeannie Hong ordered HWOB in 50 percent of their trials and Judge
Phillip Jackson ordered the same in 31 percent of their hearings. The Cornell Law School Legal Information
Institute describes judicial discretion as “a judge’s power to make a decision based on their individualized
evaluation, guided by the principles of law. As evidenced in the data, judicial discretion is alive and well in
Baltimore City Circuit Court bail hearings.
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MUSIC

The Melancholy Boogie

Infinity Knives and Brian Ennals’ King Cobra pushes the limits of
hip-hop to make a pandemic-era classic
by Teri Henderson
At the beginning of director Shirley
Clarke’s 1985 documentary Ornette: Made
in America, free jazz saxophonist Ornette
Coleman returns to his hometown of Fort
Worth, Texas, to receive a key to the city.
The film rolls out in nonlinear fragments
revolving around Coleman’s performance
at the Fort Worth Convention Center,
where he performed his 1972 album Skies
of America with his band, Prime Time.
Coleman, seated in a white suit with a
collar—reminiscent of a Black minister—
clutches his saxophone, as Clarke cuts
to a young Black boy walking through
downtown Fort Worth. Then Clarke
cuts back to the Fort Worth Symphony
Orchestra playing. Coleman, still holding
his iconic plastic alto saxophone, sits in
front, flanked by Prime Time. The famous
Black saxophonist had returned to his
deeply segregated home and performed
to a mostly-white crowd, confirming that
not much had changed in Fort Worth
since he’d left decades earlier. However,
much had changed with Coleman. The
scene is one familiar to any artist who
tries to grow beyond the boundaries
of their earlier work and the arbitrary
limitations of their musical genre.
Ornette: Made in America is a
compilation of more than two decades
of footage. There’s interviews with
Coleman, interviews with celebrities
that knew him, and footage of Coleman
playing at various locations. Early in the
film, Coleman stands up in his white suit,
black shirt, and white collar, and plays
his saxophone, emitting notes that flutter
out forcefully over the performance of the
symphony. Prime Time joins in as Clarke
again cuts to a young Black boy playing
a saxophone near a group of one-story
wooden shotgun homes, just beyond a
set of train tracks; then, it is back to the
orchestra playing, and then to a younger
Black boy walking in a field of grass near
the train tracks, against a backdrop of
concrete and with the metallic skyline of

Fort Worth glistening behind him.

whims.

This time, when we cut back to
Coleman and Prime Time, they are
still performing in the foreground of
the white orchestra, musicians dressed
immaculately in black suits. They players
riff and create music that is discordant
but unified into a cohesive whole. None
of the musicians is more prominent than
the other. Their sound is built in layers on
the convention center stage. The white
conductor waits behind them, his baton
at the ready, waiting for the opportunity
to shift back to the more conventional
orchestra.

Infinity Knives played a SP-404
drum machine—accompanied by an
effects rack—while Ennals commanded
the room with bars like “Resurrect Nat
Turner with a bong and a ouija/ kids with
a squeegee, give them a pistol/ so they
can rob crackers instead of cleaning your
windows.” The duo styled themselves in
matching white overalls, and captivated
Metro with songs from their acclaimed
summer release, King Kobra, an album
forged in the cauldron of pandemic stress
and isolation.

Ornette: Made in America is an
amalgamation of scenes which parallel
the jazz compositions of its subject—
Ornette Coleman. The film itself feels
improvised. It isn’t until the end that you
realize that it was all meant to unfold in
exactly this way, like a jazz soloist taking
off on a melodic run only to return just in
time for the chorus.
Coleman took what many thought jazz
was and inverted it. The self-taught Black
saxophonist bellowed out his vision for
jazz, and translated his feelings into a loud,
utterly original sound. His work with free
jazz quartets and octets and later, Prime
Time, was about sonic collaboration and
unification, even blending orchestral
music, in all its decadence, with the chord
progressions of churches and nightclubs
of New Orleans. Coleman is the inheritor
of those legacies, and rather than just
accepting what both traditions gave him,
he molded these styles through sheer
artistic will.
When rapper Brian Ennals and multiinstrumentalist and producer Tariq
“Infinity Knives” Ravelomanana took the
stage last month in Baltimore at hybrid
performance and visual arts space Metro
Gallery the duo, like Coleman decades
before, blended genre to their musical
11

Brian Ennals is from Severn,
Maryland, the hometown of Toni Braxton.
His family’s roots stretch back to the
Eastern Shore and Black revolutionaries:
“My dad’s family is from the Eastern
Shore,” Ennals said. “My people were
acting a fool with Angela Davis in
Cambridge in the 1960s and my greatgreat-grandparents left with Harriet
Tubman.”
Ennals describes his connections
to the place where Harriet Tubman and
Frederick Douglass were born over a
groovy, synthesizer-ridden track on song
“Death of a Constable.”
Infinity Knives was born in Tanzania,
and grew up splitting time between
Madagascar and South Africa. He’s been
in Baltimore since 2006. Like Ornette
Coleman, Infinity Knives is mostly selftaught, creating music that is unfettered
and genius.
The sounds on King Cobra conjure
the stirring you feel in your spirit at
the beginning of summer; the agitation
at the extreme temperature; the way
that the concrete radiates heat, and
recognition of a summer madness.
The record encapsulates so much of
what makes Infinity Knives and Brian
Ennals a successful duo: Their music
AUGUST 24, 2022

Infinity Knives (top) and Brian Ennals / Photos by Schaun Champion

Brian Ennals (left) and Infinity Knives / Photo by Schaun Champion

is charismatic, and revelatory—a riot
act for the collapse of capitalism and a
dirge for those who have succumbed to
the violence of white supremacy, and for
those who survive it to continue to make
music, to beat on, and create.
King Cobra opens with “Neath the
Willow’s Leaves” and closes with “On
Bread Alone,” two tracks that are absent
of rapping and instead utilize distorted
folksy singing—ethereal and haunting
and dreamy—from Alison Clendaniel.
The levity found in the album is matched
well with the weight of certain lyrics.
Ennals is skillful at imparting brevity
and fun on some of the tracks. “Death of
a Constable” opens with Ennals decrying
police brutality and on a later track, he
proclaims, “Fuck Ted Cruz forever.” On
“Coke Jaw,” he raps “Chris Dorner is a
legend/ I know that nigga is in heaven.”
Christopher Dorner was the Black former
Los Angeles Police Department officer
who shot and killed two cops and two
civilians and set off a 12-day manhunt
across Southern California before being
killed in a standoff at a mountain cabin.
King Cobra’s tendrils reach out and

touch the Southern Gothic rap of Three 6
Mafia (Infinity Knives recently produced
a track for Three 6 Mafia collaborator,
Project Pat). Ennals’ triplet flow paired
with storytelling on “The Badger” takes
listeners on a journey through living
check-to-check and imagining killing
landlords, leaning on a storytelling style
reminiscent of Slick Rick’s “Children’s
Story” and the violent and flexing posture
of Chicago drill rapper King Von’s “Crazy
Story.”
Infinity Knives frequently distills
the expansiveness of various musical
genres into one track. “My side is sort
of a kaleidoscope of all the music that I
sort of grew up listening to. Pretty much
everything I make is a big shout out to
everything I’ve ever made, or what I’ve
ever listened to,” Infinity Knives said. “It’s
just a homage to recorded music in the
20th century and maybe the early 21st
century. Trying to sort of really study
and pay respect to things that have come
before me. Add that with rap vocals. And
that’s what we got.”
There’s the Mobb Deep reference on
“Death of a Constable,” where Ennals raps
13

“There’s a war goin’ on outside no man is
safe from/ PTSD gives me killer dreams/
I’m saving up now for a new guillotine,”
updating Prodigy’s famous opening bars
from “Survival of the Fittest.” Ennals
wanted his lyrics to reflect the times,
expel aggression, and explore bravado. “I
just wanted to go hard, you know what I
mean?” Ennals said.
Borrowing from groups like Mobb
Deep and their haunting tales of the drug
war allowed Ennals and Infinity Knives to
set the table for liberatory art. The duo
has created an album that is the perfect
background music for polishing your
guillotine or lacing up your shoes to work
out, or pushing through to the next day,
aware of darkness but awaiting brighter
days.
“[King Cobra] is really just my
perspective on the world without it being
too introspective,” Ennals said. “I didn’t
want it to be diary entries.” What came
out was brutally honest. “This is what the
fuck is going on. This is what’s wrong,” he
said. “Throw some shots at some rappers
I don’t like, or some rapping that I don’t
like.”
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King Cobra also shows the duo’s
growth and maturity. When their last
collaborative release, RHINO XXL
was released in 2020, it captured the
beginnings of Ennals and Infinity Knives’
potential as a team. Take the album art
for that 2020 release: Shot on a disposable
camera, inside of a liquor store.
With King Cobra, the duo offers us
44 minutes of rapid-fire reverberations
and instances of melody, touching on
disco and old school hip hop. Ennals and
Infinity Knives reveal the growing pains
of working through turmoil, and the deep
sadness inherent to living and working
and creating in a global pandemic.
And, much like Coleman’s Change of the
Century, it offers commentary on the
state of the world—particularly for Black
creators. In just the first verse of “Coke
Jaw,” Ennals references sundown towns,
lead exposure, and religion, and delivers a
proclamation of he and his collaborators’
energy: “Cruising down your block on
DMT/ We the post-apocalyptic Run DMC.”
“I think the intention was [for King
Cobra] to be big,” Ennals said. “I think
one of our touchstones, and I mentioned
this a few other places, was [OutKast’s]
Stankonia, which is kind of like a big
sprawling thing...That was a touchstone
of how we kind of wanted to format it,
with Tariq’s stuff, as well as the songs and
the rapping.”
King Cobra emerged from sessions
originally conceived for Ennals’ solo
EP. They worked on it for more than a
year, sending out the first beat pack in
late 2020 as the pandemic began, and
wrapping up production and laying
down raps in January 2022. The process
of making King Cobra was not fun for
either artist. Like much of the work
created in the pandemic age, it was
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

laborious and painstaking. But intention
was paramount. The group began with
a discussion of themes, and then began
producing based on the elements that
emerged in those conversations.
“I wanted to sort of have a skeleton
of what it was going to be and build it off
of that, rather than just coming up with
a couple of beats and being like, ‘okay,
here, rap on this,’” Infinity Knives said.
“Everything was sort of thematic. And
I think that’s how I’m just gonna keep
working from now on.”
Those ideas were pared down, stripped
of excess, leaving an album Ennals
described as “lean as it could possibly be
while still being kind of expansive.”
Both Infinity Knives and Ennals
expressed their relief at the completion
of the record.
“I’m relieved that it’s over, that shit
was a big cloud over my head,” Infinity
Knives said. “We were miserable the
entire time we wrote it. We were in a bad
mood.”
A lot of the undercurrent fueling
completion of the album was the respect
that they know that they deserve and
the frustration with what passes as
commercial success.
“I’m gonna sound like a hater, but I
just see a lot of mediocre work—like a
lot of mediocre work, just getting all this
praise and love. We’ve tried to make it
cutting edge, and good,” Infinity Knives
said. “And you’re still getting snubbed. So
it’s just, it makes you bitter.”
Infinity Knives and Ennals have
chosen to funnel their collective
frustration into making more avant14

garde music, even if that proposition
is risky. The payoff came on tour—in
Europe, often in front of the type of white
audience that welcomed Coleman when
he returned to Fort Worth. Ennals and
Infinity Knives could see the depth and
breadth of their impact. Still, both long
for the kind of love at home that they
received on the road for the new record.
“There was that frustration especially
after people said they dug Rhino, but not
really feeling like we were getting love
a lot of times, specifically in the city,”
Ennals said. “We felt like we should be
there with whoever else is being fucking
mentioned and we felt like weren’t when
we we’re just as good if not better.”
Ornette Coleman began playing
a plastic saxophone out of economic
necessity; he couldn’t afford the brass
instrument. Financial strains outline
the formation of Infinity Knives’ musical
career.
“Classical music… chamber music…
that’s my heart and soul,” he said. “I never
had the resources for it, but I’ve always
loved it so much. Every time I’m offered
the resources I try to take full advantage
of it as much as I can.”
“I just wanted people to hear it, and
not only hear us as a tandem and be like,
‘This is good music,’” Ennals said. “But I
also wanted people to hear it and think,
‘That nigga is nice.’”
King Cobra is currently available
on all streaming services but the group
prefers you buy it on Bandcamp.
“Buy it on Bandcamp. It’s only like 10
bucks, but you can pay 50 for it,” Ennals
said. “We wouldn’t mind that.”

MOVIES
Jamie Foxx Vs. Vampires
The streaming original picture has suffered in both quality and
stature as of late, but, as film critic Dominic Griffin posits, perhaps there’s still time to turn back the clock
by Dominic Griffin

Jamie Foxx and Snoop Dogg in Day Shift/ Courtesy Netflix

The directorial debut from stunt coordinator
J.J. Perry, Day Shift follows Foxx as Bud
Jablonski, a man whose pool cleaning service
is a front for his real work as a freelance killer
of the undead. Rather than some tortured
blood oath sworn in service to an arcane
order of hunters, however, Jablonski is pretty
blue collar. He’s just a guy who kills vamps
and steals their fangs that he can then turn
into money. Jablonski needs that money to
pay for his daughter’s private school tuition
and braces so his ex-wife (Megan Good)
doesn’t move them both away to Florida. But
because it’s hard out here for an independent
contractor, he has to get back into the good
graces of “the union,” an underground
network of vampire hunters acting in concert
with law enforcement, where the fangs he
collects can yield him a higher rate of return.
With only one week to get the braces
and school money together, Jablonski winds
up tethered to new union rep Seth (Dave
Franco), assigned to catch our man breaking
enough protocol to be expelled from the
union forever, while being hunted himself by
Audrey (Karla Souza), an elder vampire with
a bone to pick over one of his other kills.
Day Shift has everything: Snoop Dogg
in a cowboy hat firing a Gatling gun; Peter
Stormare watching K-Pop music videos; Dave
Franco being on the receiving end of a sunset
flip powerbomb through a table by a vampire,
and more G-Funk needle drops than Grand
Theft Auto.
In a world where people constantly opine
about the dearth of well made genre films
predominantly starring Black talent that
transcend the usual paradigm of torture

porn, Day Shift feels like it was manifested
directly from one of those hopeful Twitter
threads Matthew Cherry is always RT-ing.
So why aren’t more people talking about
it? For the last eight years, the majority of
meat-and-potatoes action flicks have been
some variation of John Wick. While we’ve had
Femme Fatale John Wick (Atomic Blonde)
and “Saul Goodman” John Wick (Nobody),
the fine folks at Marvel are going to be pretty
pissed Jamie Foxx’s new Netflix original
outing Day Shift beat their Blade reboot to
“Vampire Hunter” John Wick.
The film shares a screenwriter with the
third and fourth chapters of the “John Wick”
franchise. But with its divorced protagonist,
sardonic attitude and buddy movie aura, Day
Shift feels like something Shane Black may
have penned in the early ‘90s in between the
first and second “Lethal Weapon” films.
In a world where a genre picture that
isn’t based on a comic book, a video game,
or a pre-existing franchise from the ‘80s,
“Jamie Foxx hunting vampires” is not a
particularly viable theatrical proposition,
so it can only exist on Netflix, or a similar
digital platform and content farm subsidized
by grifted venture capital and the misguided
notion that nebulously defined algorithms
are indistinguishable from magic.
Day Shift shares many a foible with its
straight-to-streaming brethren. It’s plagued
by inconsistent screenwriting and the sinking
suspicion much of the budget went to some
kind of money laundering scheme. But it sets
itself apart too. The film employs a garish,
off-putting color grade that makes daylight
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as unnatural as the immortal creatures who
hide from it. It’s a neat stylistic tic that at once
hides the digital muddiness inherent to every
other Netflix original, while also implying a
unique vibe—something exploitative and
charming we all would have watched on
Cinemax as bored teenagers.
Perry’s staging of the film’s many
exhilarating set pieces and fight scenes are
show stopping enough to mask a lot of the
holes in its inconsistent attempts at comedy.
Foxx does reliable work employing just
enough movie star aura to elevate the picture
above some of its schlocky ilk. It’s exactly the
kind of disposable, empty calories snack of a
viewing experience you want from a vampire
movie whose logo sharpens letters of its title
into foreboding fangs.
Day Shift can’t outrun a simple truth.
Streaming movies aren’t real. Unless it’s the
occasional artsy outlier designed to catch
critical praise and gravitas like flies or
something random, messy and lucky enough
to drop on a weekend when we’re all at home
with nothing to do, these movies don’t feel
like movies. They’re just interchangeable
pieces of content designed solely to result
in a thumbnail clickable enough to steal
a sufficient sliver of your ever roaming
attention.
There was a time however, when even the
bad movies were pretty fun. Day Shift suggests
maybe we can go back there. Anything
would be better than most of the vaporware
we’re subjected to these days—movies so
forgettable one must wonder if they really
watched them or if The Mandela Effect has
struck again.
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VISUAL ARTS
Illusions Shatter, Art Remains
A dual exhibition featuring Gen Fraser and Ky Vassor
examines what happens when the well has run dry
by Teri Henderson

Ky Vassor’s “The End of a Hold” / Courtesy Ky Vassor

Use this QR code to read and
share this story online.

The dual exhibition What’s Left to Give? features a range of media, sculptures, paintings,
video work, and installations from Gen Fraser, a community artist and educator, and Ky
Vassor, a mixed media artist and curator. The exhibition speaks to the persistent tug that
Black women and femmes experience from everyone and from everything around them.
What’s Left To Give? offers the viewer a chance to interrogate the ways in which they
interface with and make demands of Black women and femmes in their lives.
Gen Fraser’s “Unraveling (Illusion Shattered)” is like a scroll-like, unfurled canvas
or a drop cloth marked with paints. In thick capital letters, the words “I NEED X WANT
TO DO + BE EVERYTHING 4 EVERYONE” appear. The letter “X” has bifurcated the word
“WANT,” changing the writer’s original message to “I NEED TO DO + BE EVERYTHING 4
EVERYONE.” The letters are hurried, and the shift from “WANT” to “NEED” is displayed
next to the shattered fragments of a Black clay mask. The need to be available to
everyone—and to provide and give to everyone—replaces the artist’s desire to do these
things.
Ky Vassor’s “The End of a Hold” is playful and creative: 25 t-shirts, each with a portion
of Vassor’s art printed on vinyl before being adhered to its surface, creating a larger
artwork. When the viewer steps back and looks at the display as a whole, a larger image
appears: Two Black boys, their skin brown and lined with gold paint, wearing navy tank
tops, while behind them a large figure with an obscured face places a hand on each boy’s
shoulder. At the very bottom of the work, two t-shirts with more detailed paintings within
their borders, overlapping, forming a larger image: A Brown woman with orange hair and
an arabber’s cart, before a haze of pink. Each shirt is for sale, the opportunity to own and
wear a work of art offered by Vassor and The Cahoots Brothers.
The last line of the exhibition text for What’s Left To Give? raises a question for anyone
who comes to see the show to contemplate: “What’s left to give at the end of it all” for
Black women and femmes?
Ask yourself: What are you doing to enrich the lives of the Black women and femmes
you live and work with? Are you making their lives easier or worse? Are you demanding
extra labor without additional compensation?
The Cahoots Brothers (300 W 29th St, Baltimore, MD 21211), a Black-owned retail space, is
currently showing What’s Left to Give? through Sept. 21.
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Arts + Culture Events

Wednesday, Aug. 24

Friday, Aug. 26

Saturday, Aug. 27

The Poetry Party Live Open Mic: An
open mic night event hosted by Kish
The Lioness, poets, singers, rappers,
comedians, instrumentalists, or artists of
any kind can sign up to perform. 7-11 p.m.,
The Garage, 6 E Lafayette St.. ($10)

Station North Art Walk: Spotlight
on Greenmount West: An evening of
simultaneous exhibits, performances,
and maker markets. Pick up a print map
at Open Works, 1400 Greenmount Ave.,
to plan your self-guided tour. 5-8 p.m.
Multiple locations.

VERSION, A Queer Dance Party:
VERSION is back with sounds by
Trillnatured, hosted by Kotic Couture, and
documented by Sydney Allen. 10 p.m..,
The Crown, 1910 N Charles St, 2nd fl. ($10)

Thursday, Aug. 25

Eulogies For Peace...Is Not Dead: A
night of readings, performance, and music
curated by Andrew Shenker. Featuring
Alicia Puglionesi, Alphonso Lingis
Eze Jackson, Margaret Rorison, Sefu
Chikelu, Wheatie Mattiasich and Stephen
Santillan, and many more. Current Space,
421 N. Howard St., 5-11 p.m ($12-20).

Open Mic Poetry: Poetry open mic
event hosted by Meccamorphosis.
Participants can perform or just watch
the performances and chill. 7-10:00 p.m.,
Motor House, 120 W North Ave..
This event happens every fourth Thursday
of the month.
Baynard Woods - Inheritance (In
Conversation With Leslie Gray
Streeter): Join The Ivy for a conversation
between Baynard Woods and Leslie
Gray Streeter, focusing on Woods’ new
memoir, Inheritance: An Autobiography of
Whiteness. 6 p.m., The Ivy Bookshop, 5928
Falls Rd.
Free Online Painting Class: Free online
painting class for all ages and all skill level
led by Palak StudioInk where students will
learn how to paint and blend colors. 8- 9
p.m., Virtual.

Artist Talk with Waller Gallery Fellow
Charles Mason III: Join Waller Gallery
Fellow Charles Mason Ill in conversation
with Dr. Jessica Bell Brown, Thomas
James, Krystal Mack, and Marian Simms.
Subjects will range from art practices,
working on new work, and shifting focus.
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.. Waller Gallery, 420 N.
Calvert St.
Baltimore African Fest 2.0: Festival
bringing the old vibes back headlined by
the legendary Olu Maintain and hosted
by MC DEEMONEY with sounds by DJ
X-ONE. 7 p.m. - 2 a.m, 9988 Liberty Rd.
Randallstown. ($50)

Micah E. Wood. Ring Ring EP Release
Show: Release show held outdoors with
Giji, Megafuana, and DJ Kotic Couture.
7 p.m., Current Space, 421 N. Howard St.
($10-$12).
NoName Book Club: Book club meeting
discussing “Root Magic” by Eden Royce.
1.p.m., Red Emma’s 3128 Greenmount Ave.
(Free, RSVP)

Sunday, Aug. 28
Plant Patio Party with Green
Neighbor: Join a community of plant
lovers for a plant swap outdoors and enjoy
live entertainment and refreshments. 2
-4:00 p.m., Good Neighbor, 3827 Falls Rd.

Monday, Aug. 29
Plant Care Workshop: Join Stem & Vine
as they discuss plant care at NoMüNoMü
and offer free plant cuttings. 5:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m., NoMüNoMü, 709 N Howard St.
Above the Bar Comedy: A comedy open
mic Hosted by Khairy that welcome’s
comedians of all levels of experience and
fans of all types of comedy. 7 -10 p.m., St.
Mary’s Restaurant, 120 West 25th St.

This event happens every Monday.
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Arts + Culture Events

Tuesday, Aug. 30

Saturday, Sept. 3

Tuesday, Sept. 6

Happy Hour at Show Room: Enjoy
unique artistic cocktails in an artistic
environment, enjoy food available from
The Empanada Lady and view art in the
gallery. 7-10:00 p.m., Motor House 120 W.
North Ave.

Collective Minds House Music Festival:
Annual free house music festival for all
ages at a new outdoor location. Noon 8 p.m.. Pearlstone Retreat Center, 425
Mount Gilead Road, Reisterstown. (Free,
all ages).

Wednesday, Aug. 31

GRLPWR Presents Butch Gardens: A
queer friendly happy hour dance party
welcome to all. 4 p.m -9 p.m., Peabody
Heights Brewery, 401 E 30th St. (Free)

Writing Workshop: This Writing
Workshop hosted by Unique Robinson
provides a space for participants of all
levels and genres of writing to create new
pieces, and workshop any existing ones.
This is an accessible opportunity for
writers outside of institutions to develop
and focus on their craft, in the company of
community. 7 p.m. -10 p.m., Motor House,
120 W. North Ave. (Free, RSVP)

If you have an event happening on this
day, please send to teri@baltimorebeat.
com and we will update these listings
online.

Thursday, Sept. 1
Publik/Private, Premiere: New Works
Jordannah Elizabeth in Conversation with
Ebony Evans: Author Jordannah Elizabeth
will premiere a never before heard
personal essay, Ricochet of the Raindrops,
a literary follow up to The Warmest Low. 7
p.m., Cotyledon Arts, 422 W. Mulberry St..
The Queer Agenda - Baltimore Living
Archives Film Series: A film screening
of The Watermelon Woman as part of
a film series curated by SHAN Wallace.
For tickets and more information visit
mdfilmfest.com. 7 p.m., Parkway Theater,
5 W North Avenue. ($11.50)

Friday, Sept. 2
NOCHE DE VERANO SIN TI:
CELEBRACIÓN DE BAD BUNNY: A
dance party for fans of Bad Bunny with a
DJ set by @elpedronight ¡Vamos a bailar!
8 p.m., Ottobar, 2549 N. Howard St. ($15 20)
BALTIMOREBEAT.COM

Deep Sugar presents The Collective
Minds Festival “Afterparty”: Featuring
selectors, Ultra Naté, DJ Oji, and Mookie
Wizzo. 9 p.m -4 a.m., Factory 17 aka Club
1722, 1722 N. Charles Street. ($20 - $25)

Sunday, Sept. 4
Good Neighbor Maker’s Market: Shop
and support local makers at this monthly
outdoor marketplace. Noon - 4 p.m., Good
Neighbor, 3827 Falls Rd.
Black Femme Supremacy Film
Festival: Fifth Annual Festival themed
NOURISHMENT, where artists will be
sharing stories that show how Black
Femmes nourish their imagination, soul
and even their bellies. Sept 4-10, Virtual.
(Free-$200)

Monday, Sept. 5
Labor Day House-Werk: House music
party hosted by For the Love Productions
featuring DJ Oji, DJ Baby, and DJ Kelly
Kel. 2 p.m. -8 p.m., Peabody Heights
Brewery, 401 E. 30th St. ($15)
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This event happens every First Tuesday.

Wednesday, Sept. 7
Spark: New Light Exhibition
Reception: Explore the creative vision
of 24 Baltimore artists at SPARK: New
Light, presented by Towson University,
UMBC, and PNC Bank. 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Peale Museum, 225 Holliday Street. (Free,
RSVP).

